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The Obsessional Journey

Sally Westmacott
Photographs 72 - 74

Ski-touring is a maddening pastime. It is exhausting, expensive, frustrating, at
times distinctly uncomfortable and even downright dangerous. It is also highly
addictive. So it was that in April 1984 Alan and Jan Wedgwood and I were trying
for the third time to ski from Andermatt to Zermatt.

Our first attempt had been back in 1977. Then, six of us had crossed the
Rotondo Pass to the south of Andermatt, descending to the tiny settlement of All
Acqua. Fortified by superb ham, eggs and beer, we had pushed on up the valley to
the Corno Hut. The following day, in poor visibility and snow, we had reached the
vicinity of the Corno Pass. From there we returned to the hut to find that five jolly
Italian-Swiss policemen had arrived in deteriorating weather conditions.
Appalling weather, lack of food and local avalanche warnings dictated our retreat
the next day and, after an alcoholic lunch consisting of tunafish, spaghetti and
schnapps which the police produced, a wobbly party of eleven skied out and
down the Val Bedretto in white-out conditions. A local bus, preceded by a
snowplough, drove up to the first village to collect us after we had telephoned for
it. It cost us only SFrl.50 each - fantastic value.

The following season I skied the classic High Level Route from Chamonix to
Zermatt with another party and we had most of the route to ourselves. Having
licked my wounds and recovered from our first failure, the Wedgwoods and I
returned in 1979 to do battle with the Andermatt-Zermatt. This time our
companions were the warden of an Outward Bound School, who was an excellent
navigator, and an orthopaedic surgeon. We thought that though we would almost
certainly need the services of the former, the latter would only be required in an
emergency. And so it proved. Once again we crossed the Rotondo Pass, in even
worse visibility. Roger Putnam, the warden, did a superb job of navigation, and
coupled with our memory of two years before, we managed to cross this very
tricky pass and ski down the avalanche threatened gully to All Acqua. The only
problem was that this time the avalanches had not yet fallen and, though the
skiing was easier than it had been before, it was decidedly more dangerous. This
year, after two days ofbad weather we beat a retreat from All Acqua itself. We had
been told that this was the snowiest valley in Switzerland and we were beginning
to believe it. We fled to Zermatt and consoled ourselves with several 4000m
peaks; but every time we looked to the north east we could see cloud boiling up in
the Bedretto. It was beginning to annoy me.

In the following years I toured through large chunks ofAustria, the Ortler, the
Paradiso, the Vanoise and Mont Blanc. The Wedgwoods were largely occupied in
the Pyrenees. When we were all in Nepal in 1981, I reminded them of our
unfinished business.

So in April 1984 we had a third crack at the route, but with one important
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difference. We decided to do it backwards from Zermatt to Andermatt. Perhaps
Ihird time lucky, I thought. Our companions this time were my husband Michael
(who tours infrequently), Jim Milledge (likewise) and Sarah Baker who had been
on the original attempt in 1977. I was fairly optimistic this time because Michael
and Jim both attract good weather when touring, and Jim was so confident of
success that he had got himself sponsored to help raise the money needed to pay
for a heart operation for a small girl in India. At least this time, even if we failed,
we would see some different country. I was fed up with the Val Bedretto and its
bad weather.

After driving out across France, we had a day's piste-bashing in Zermatt, just
to prove to ourselves we all knew one end of the ski from the other. I was not too
sure about this. After lunch, a leg injury which had curtailed my skiing three
months earlier started to make itself felt and I limped back down alone,
wondering how it was going to behave the next day when we crossed the Adler
Pass to Saas Fee. I need not have worried: the following morning it was snowing
hard. We decided to cut out this part of the programme (most of us had already
crossed the Ad1er several times before anyway) and take the train down valley to
Stalden. Before leaving, we consigned a small bag of clean clothes and goodies
(including a luscious homemade fruitcake) round to Binn, using the superb Swiss
postal service. Binn is a small village NE of Simplon and though the chaps at
Zermatt station had not actually heard of Binn, the parcel got there. So did we:
with the thought of that fruitcake sitting unclaimed in Binn post office, the
expedition's motto became 'To Binn or bust!'

Above Stalden, on a tiny alp, lies the hamlet of Gspon; this was to be our true
starting point. In winter, the only way up to it is by a very small and creaky
cablecar which cost SFr4. The low cost reflects the fact that no tourists are
expected. Gspon itself was very quiet and very snowy. Although bad weather still
hung over the Adler Pass, the clouds here were more broken and, after finding a
small pension to stay in, we spent four hours that first afternoon plodding uphill on
skins in the direction of the Wyssgrat. Several of the party were testing new
equipment and I was testing my leg. To my relief! found that walking uphill on
skis was the perfect treatment for it; coming down was not so good but as only a
very small proportion of time when touring is spent actually skiing downhill, I
thought I might survive.

The next morning we left early and, in lovely weather, climbed up through
woods to the east, having to pick a high contouring traversing line around to the
north, crossing several awkward and delicate gullies. There was no real track nor
a soul in sight, and the tricky nature of the country made us very glad that there
was not a tremendous depth of snow. We were making for a broad shoulder to the
north at 226lm and the time simply flew by as we cast around to find the best and
safest line. The views of the Bietschhorn to the north (surely one of the finest
peaks in the Alps) and of the Weisshorn to the south west were magnificent. At
noon we crossed the top of a skilift coming up from Visperterminen and stopped
for lunch by a shed. I had begun to wonder seriously about the time because we
were aiming for the Simplon Pass and there was the Nanstal to cross and another
pass to climb. Also, late in the day, we would be descending SE slopes to the
Simplon. Luckily the decision was made for us by Sarah, who discovered that she
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had dropped a skin on the descent from the shoulder. While Mike and Jim
returned to look for it, we decided that the sensible thing to do would be to look
for a suitable shed in the Nanstal to spend the night. There is no easy exit from
here to the Rhone as the valley ends in a steep roadless gorge. The only way out
is upwards. We found a splendid shed, complete with fireplace, sleeping shelf
and straw for bedding, with a good stream nearby. The only snag was that the
straw got into everything: back home two weeks later, I was still finding it in my
belongings.

We started very early the next day, after a remarkably good night, crossed the
stream and headed steeply uphill through woods. The skinning was awkward as
the fine weather and cold night had frozen the snow into icy neve and we had to
use harscheisen. We were making for the Bistine Pass, 2416m and a very
straightforward crossing was followed by pleasant skiing down to just above the
Simplon Pass. We were very glad not to be skiing down the final steep slopes to
the pass any later than noon because, already, the snow was very rotten and 1set
off a small snowslide while cutting across a slope. The final trudge up to the pass
in a hot trough of snow, just like an oven, was hell. We emerged, gasping, to find
two Dutch tourists in deckchairs sunbathing in bikinis on the snow! To our
disgust we found that the Hospice was full of car-borne tourists, some planning to
climb Monte Leone, as we had hoped to do. It was the start of the Easter
weekend, and it seemed ironic that bona fide mountain travellers had to take a bus
down the valley to find a pension while the Hospice, originally meant for travellers
such as ourselves, was now being used as an ordinary hotel. We drowned our
sorrows in a well-earned beer while waiting for the bus, and found a very adequate
little hotel at Rothwald, to the north.

Our goal the following day was Binn, and the fruitcake. Starting a little farther
down the road at Berisal, we followed a track in the woods, crossed a stream and
then climbed up a narrow, rather rocky gully. At this point I was extremely glad
that we had reversed the route - it would have been a foul descent late in the day,
and possibly somewhat dangerous. As it was, it was too steep to skin up, so we
donned our crampons as it was again very icy and put the skis on our packs. Sheer
backache drove me fast up that gully, and at the top, I thankfully dumped my
load, took a painkiller and waited for the others. Now we were in a beautiful open
valley, the Steinutal, leading at a very good angle up to the Steinejoch at 2631m.
This was excellent skinning and we had a superb run down the Mattital towards
Heiligkruze, above Binn. Suddenly the slope steepened and we found ourselves
in woods, on rotten snow. We fought our way down through this, crashing into
bushes, trying to avoid trees and rocks and eventually ended up skiing down
among boulders beside the stream. There is no doubt that in this part of the
world, if you can survive the lower slopes, the upper valleys give marvellous
touring. We arrived at the unattractive settlement of Heiligkruze and walked
along a dirt road and then a tarmac road into Binn. For the third day we had seen
no one en route.

I felt as if I had arrived at Mecca. I had seen Binn on the map for so long and
tried twice before to reach it from the east - and now we were actually here. Alan
hurried off to the post office to collect our bag containing the fruitcake and S;.rah
(speaking the correct brand of Swiss-German) found us an excellent dorlOir with a
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shower. We even had a few clean clothes waiting for us and felt like new beings
after cleaning up. Dinner was provided at a local inn, the one big hotel being
firmly closed. I felt that, even if we got no farther, it was worth just arriving here.
Binn is a small, thoroughly unspoilt, attractive Swiss village, and we saw no other
tourists at all.

The following day, Easter Saturday, was to be a fairly easy one taking us to the
Binntal Hut, which lies below the Ofenhorn, ENE of Binn. This took us four
hours of very hot, uphill plodding from the end of the road. Just below the hut I
became aware of squelching inside my plastic boots and, on arriving at the hut,
found enormous blisters on the soles of my feet. This was unusual for me, and
surprising as I was wearing comfortable boots. Sarah's feet were in the same state,
so Jim Milledge, the expedition doctor, lined us up and dealt with them. Both
Sarah and I were a bit concerned as the next day was to be a long one and the crux
of the whole route.

Easter Sunday: a whole string of ski-tourers left the hut just before dawn. We
all clattered down the icy, rutted hillside to the point at which we had to put skins
on and start up towards the Blinnenhorn. Many of the others went off to the north
but we started up the very steep, icy slopes towards the col to the west of the
Hohsandhorn. The final slope below the col was very steep indeed and Michael
dropped a harscheisen. Sarah dropped herself, but both were retrieved safely.
The col, when finally reached, was very cold and windy. We skied northwards
into a big bowl in Italy and met on the far side for lunch under the final slopes of
the Blinnenhorn. Then up hot, south-facing slopes we plodded, glad that the
snow was in relatively safe condition. At the top was a pleasant plateau with the
actual summit of the Blinnenhorn rising to the west. Packs were dumped and
Sarah elected to guard them while we went on up to the top. We crossed the
plateau and left our skis at a notch in the final rather messy ridge. But it was a fine
top with lots of cheerful people about and marvellous views, especially of the
Oberland. What a way to spend Easter Day!

We rejoined Sarah and skied down the easy Griesgletscher to the north east,
heading for the Corno Pass. We skirted around the top of the Griespass, pretty
well following the frontier at this point. To the south, the slopes from the
Griespass leading down into Italy were bare of snow. Thence we skinned uphill
once more to gain the Corno Pass (now firmly back in Switzerland) and once
there, the Wedgwoods, Sarah and I were back on trodden ground. We had
reached this pass in a whiteout, seven years before. Now we could see all the way
down to the Corno Hut which we finally reached about S.OOpm, after an eleven
hour day. There were immense quantities of rotten snow on the descent, far more
snow than at Zermatt, and we could imagine the build-up in a really snowy year.
From here on, four of us were retracing ouJ; steps, albeit backwards, but we felt
that even if the weather broke at this stage, at least we had linked the two parts of
the traverse.

From the Corno Hut our descent the next morning to All Acqua was very
different to that of 1977. Instead of eleven inebriated souls floundering down in a
whiteout, we were skiing down a lovely valley in perfect weather. After the initial
steep start from the hut it was the sort of skiing where you simply stand on your
skis and let the scenery float by. It was splendid! We fell into All Acqua and once
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again had a delicious brunch of beer, bacon, eggs and chips. Fortified, we flogged
up to the Piansecco Hut below the Rotondo Pass, one and a half hours away. The
nasty south-facing gully had already avalanched but we kept to a rib to the side of
it, which had the added bonus of being in the shade of the trees. At the top of the
rib we swung across the top of the gully to the hut on the opposite side.

The next morning was one of my bad days. I simply could not stay upright on
my skis while skinning up the steep slopes to the Rotondo Pass! Eventually, in
despair, I put on crampons and flung my skis on to my pack. I caught up with the
others at the start of the rocky and rather delicate traverse which leads up and
across to the pass. Looking at the rocks and the exposure, I was amazed that we
had actually skied down this in 1977. In 1979 in bad visibility we had carried skis,
but it confirmed my suspicions that this pass is much easier and safer crossing
from south to north - another valid reason for reversing the route. Four hours
above the hut, we lunched among the splendid granite ridges of the pass, before
skiing across to the slightly higher (2819m)'Witenwasseren Pass, at one point
having to stop on quite the steepest and iciest slope ever, to put on skins and
harscheisen. For a change, no one dropped anything! If they had, it would have
arrived in Oberwald! Contouring round to the Rotondo Hut after the second pass
was very painful for me. Obviously my feet were blowing up again and this was
confirmed when we got to the hut. By now I could scarcely stand upright.

The weather the next day was poor for the first time since leaving Gspon. The
Bedretto cloud was boiling up once again, but this time we had beaten it by 24
hours. I could only go down; my feet were too painful to skin up anything so
Michael and I skied down to Realp in poor visibility on rather icy, rutted snow,
where we thankfully boarded the train to Andermatt. The others skinned up to
the Leckipass, SW of the hut, and descended an attractive hillside to Realp, in
clearing weather. We met in Andermatt at the Hotel Schlussel, a big old
fashioned slightly scruffy place with good food which welcomes tourers, which
we had used in previous years. I tottered about the rest of the day hoping that my
feet would heal enough to accompany the others over the Furka Pass to
Oberwald. My alternative return was to tamely take the train through the new
tunnel under the Furka.

The next morning I found I could actually stand upright, so we all started off in
a local taxi which took us up to the end of the cleared road towards the Furka.
From here, the four hour contouring route mostly followed the snowed-up road,
but at times crossed a mixture of ice, tarmac, mud and hay - real coarse skiing!
The heat was terrific. Next morning we left the Refuge Furka to descend into the
valley to the south and skinned up agreeable slopes to the col just below the
Tiillistock, in three hours. From here a delightful ridge led up to the summit. A
pleasant rock and snow scramble, it was all that a ridge should be, and it took all of
20 minutes. We traversed the summit, descended soft snow and swung back to the
col to put on skis for the descent of the Tiilligrat to Oberw~ld in the Rhone Valley.

It is a magnificent run, and safe in almost any conditions. A wide ridge is
followed SW straight down to Oberwald - and the view of the Rhone Valley is
staggering. By now we were all skiing well, and we swooped down lSOOm all too
quickly. As we walked into the station at Oberwald I realized all was over - the
obsession was at an end.
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